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Power To Be at Prospect Lake

To the staff, volunteers and participants at Power To Be, the Prospect 
Lake site is far more than 78 acres of land. It is a gateway to nature 
and an escape into the beauty that Vancouver Island has to offer. It 
is a place of healing, infinite discovery and unconditional belonging. 
Four years ago, when we first set foot on the Prospect Lake site, we 
found a sense of place, and with that, a home.

In the years before the Prospect Lake site, we looked to our 
community for resources, whether it be extra space for gear storage, 
or a place to run our programs. Now, having this site, we have 
the opportunity to give back, becoming a resource hub for our 
community, encouraging social innovation, inspiring learning and 
getting people connected to nature.

"Power To Be has given 
me an opportunity to 

experience nature in a 
positive, peaceful way. 

It offered me an activity 
that is special, fit my 

needs and included my 
family, giving us special 

memories together”

– Participant
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It is hard to put into words what this home feels 
like. It’s a place where we can leave our troubles 
at the door; it’s a welcoming and accepting space, 
no matter someone’s background; it’s a place that 
fosters friendship and respect; and perhaps most 
importantly, it’s a place where people are safe to take 
risks, and be themselves. All in all, this new home is a 
place where we can all thrive, and that is exactly why 
we want the Prospect Lake site to feel like a home for 
our participants, volunteers and staff.

We will accomplish this by creating a space of 
universal acceptance. Every person deserves to feel 
a sense of belonging at Prospect Lake, no matter 
their abilities, mobility, gender identity, age, race 
or socio-economic background. This is reflected in 
our site design, with elements that respect gender 
inclusivity, stimuli sensitivities and limited mobilities, 
to name a few. 

We want the Prospect Lake site to be a safe space 
for participants to challenge themselves, learn and 
immerse themselves in nature. We want it to be a 
place of gathering for our community, a place to 
foster connections between like-minded individuals 
and a new source of opportunity for current and 
prospective volunteers who want to make a positive 
change in their community.

OUR DESIGN & THE LIVING BUILDING CHALLENGE

From the beginning, before any designs were drawn, 
or any budgets were calculated, we knew what 
outcomes we wanted from this project. We want 
the Prospect Lake site to be a catalyst for good, 
a hub for social innovation and an opportunity for 

our organization to be a leader in the non-profit 
sector. When our lead architect, Christine Lintott, 
brought The Living Building Challenge (LBC) to 
our attention, we were fully invested. The LBC 
offers a certification for those who create a building 
according to its principles. It is referred to as Living 
Building Certification, and to achieve it in full requires 
imperatives in each of the seven petal categories to 
be maintained for one full year of operating. These 
categories include Place, Water, Energy, Health 
& Happiness, Materials, Equity and Beauty. 
Participants of the LBC may also achieve Petal 
Certification in which all the imperatives of at least 
three petal categories are fulfilled. For this certification, 
the Energy, Water or Materials petals must be met.

The Living Building Challenge perfectly paralleled 
our values as an organization, putting nature and 
respect for the environment at the forefront of living. 
In a nutshell, the LBC is an advocacy tool that 
pushes developers to make deeper environmental 
considerations when building infrastructure. It boils 
down to more than the health of the earth; it is also 
about the health of those who occupy it. The LBC is 
a guide to creating a more sustainable way of life for 
the betterment of our planet and the generations who 
will follow. 

The Challenge lived up to its name, though, as 
we encountered some difficulty fully pursuing it. 
Regardless, it remains an important framework for our 
site design, even after we adjusted our focus away 
from full Living Building Certification to pursuing Petal 
Certification, utilizing the Energy and Water petals as 
our main focus.

Our Project Values
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OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES

To support our design process and govern our 
decision-making, we defined a number of guiding 
principles. As one might guess, inclusion was a 
key guiding principle in our project planning and 
design. It is critical that visitors to the Prospect Lake 
site feel accepted and included from their arrival 
onward, rather than feeling adapted to. This has been 
translated into our design through wide corridors that 
allow for full wheelchair access, way finders that are 
accessible to the visually impaired, as well as non-
binary washrooms. Both the LBC and the certification 
criteria from the Rick Hansen Foundation have been 
important tools for us to fulfill this sense of inclusion 
throughout our design. 

We defined the next guiding principle as 
environmental stewardship and sustainability. 
This means we are committed to minimizing our 
environmental impact throughout the development 
of the site and thereafter. This site was graciously 
leased to our organization from the Steele family, 
and we want to respect and treasure it accordingly. 
An important element to environmental stewardship 
is acknowledging Prospect Lake as traditional 
land of the Songhees, Esquimalt, Malahat and 
W̱SÁNEĆ peoples, and honouring their presence 
in our community. The LBC has been incredibly 
influential in helping us honour this guiding principle 
as it encourages the use of natural resources such 
as rainwater, sunlight and geothermal energy to 
produce a positive net energy output.

Our next guiding principle was defined as fiscal and 
operational responsibility. Generating a positive net 
energy output ties into this principle as it will lower 
operating costs in the future. Fiscal responsibility is of 
the utmost importance in this project as it is funded 
largely by donations of our generous supporters. 

We want to assure our donors that every penny 
given to our organization is being spent wisely and 
is ultimately helping us create an impact in our 
community. Part of this guiding principle is ensuring 
that we get the most out of what we are spending. We 
are not just building a site for today; we are investing 
in a facility that will serve us into the future. We want 
the design of our Prospect Lake site to support us in 
our current endeavors in addition to down the road. 
We want our budget to fund a site with strong bones 
and spaces that are multipurpose so that it can fulfill 
the needs of our community as they change.

This coincides with the next guiding principle: 
our design needs to satisfy our organizational 
requirements. Access to the Prospect Lake site has 
allowed us to conduct programs simultaneously so 
the design of the site needs to further support the 
effective and efficient facilitation of these programs. 
The site also needs to reflect the expectations of our 
stakeholders, including our donors, staff, volunteers 
and, most importantly, our participants, as they all 
have invested in us in some capacity.

Finally, the health and wellness of our staff, 
volunteers and participants were at the forefront 
of our design. The LBC enlightened us about the 
various ways buildings can be designed to promote 
the health and wellness of their occupants. This 
includes choosing non-harmful, non-toxic materials, 
ensuring better, cleaner air flow throughout the 
building and having plants and other biophilic 
elements indoors. Even something as simple as the 
ability to open a window near your desk and let in 
fresh air greatly impacts your productivity, as well as 
your health. In addition, maintaining the safety of our 
participants, staff and volunteers is a priority at Power 
To Be, which is why we have also designed our 
buildings to earthquake code. 
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The acquisition of our Prospect Lake site four years 
ago was nothing short of serendipitous. Like many 
non-profits, Power To Be is adaptable and has 
always made-do with what we’ve had. After nearly 
two decades of being nomadic, we had gotten 
pretty good at being on the go, continuing to make 
positive change in our community even without a 
site. That said, the desire for a home for Power To 
Be was always back-of-mind to our founder and 
CEO, Tim Cormode, who recognized the doors that a 
permanent site could open.

So when we were contacted by the Steele family who 
generously leased the site at Prospect Lake for $1 
per year for 25 years, we saw it as an opportunity 
to grow our impact and strengthen our organization 
from within while putting down roots. 

A LOOK AT PROSPECT LAKE

Previously home to a dairy farm and then a nine-
hole golf course and a clubhouse, the 78-acre 
property encapsulates the beauty of Vancouver 
Island. The grassy, bounding hills of the golf green 
are enveloped by hundred-foot tall trees, creating 
a meadow-like landscape. Along its edge, the site 

is bordered by a marshy wetland, vibrating with the 
sounds of local wildlife. Surrounding the rear end of 
the site is what we now call the “Back 40”: a vast, 
undisturbed piece of lush forest, rich with native 
species of plants and animals. Perhaps the most 
breathtaking feature of Prospect Lake, however, is 
the calm and clear blue water of the lake itself. 

One of the first tasks taken on when we acquired the 
site was restoring its natural, rugged beauty. After 
years of routine grooming and cutting, the former 
golf-course had lost its wildness. While we let the 
side "re-wild" itself, we approached HeroWork, a local 
non-profit that takes on renovation projects for fellow 
non-profits. They facilitated a number of upgrading 
projects on the site, including the creation of the 
Round House, the Kayak Rack, the accessible camp 
pads, the accessible cedar outdoor washrooms as 
well as some trails. Another noteworthy organization 
that has helped us during this project is the Nature 
Trail Society. This organization helped create 5 
kilometers of hiking trails in the Back 40, and ran 
workshops to educate Power To Be about how to build 
and maintain these trails. 

How We Got Here
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THE DESIGN TEAM

When assembling our design team, it was important 
to us to bring on industry professionals with aligned 
values. This is one of many reasons Christine 
Lintott Architects Inc. stood out to us during the 
interview process; Lintott had a participant-centered 
approach to her work, describing that she could not 
propose a design for our site without first knowing 
our organization and the people we serve. We then 
recruited Campbell Construction Ltd. who, like Lintott, 
understood and supported our mission. 

After she joined our team, Lintott facilitated a number 
of inclusion workshops to better understand the 
needs of our community and our participants. We 
worked with staff and volunteers, participants and 
their families, and inclusive design experts to learn 
from in order to identify important needs and design 
features. These workshops helped us gain a deeper 
understanding of what it means to be inclusive. 
Once we had crossed all our t’s and dotted all our 
i’s, we brought our design to the tender process – an 
audit, in a sense, where our budget was compared 
to the bids put forward from the trades interested in 
supporting our project. This is where we encountered 
our first major challenge. 

THE TENDER PROCESS

While we were so fortunate to have an early 
endorsement of $10 million by The Annual 
Foundation, in honour of Ted and Loretta Rogers, the 
tendered price of our initial design far exceeded our 
estimated budget and was deemed unattainable. 
We decided to go back to the drawing board to 

reimagine our site design based on the outcomes 
learned through the tender process. Along with 
reducing some expensive design features, a major 
part of this was reevaluating the materials that 
we specified to be used in our building. There 
is currently a narrow market for the materials 
required by the Materials Petal in the Living 
Building Challenge, meaning some would need to 
be outsourced from a single manufacturer or be 
shipped from the United States and proved to be 
more expensive than anticipated. High cost aside, 
we also wanted to support our local industry through 
this project, so being faced with this materials conflict 
made us reevaluate our needs.

It was at this point that we reassessed our goals 
regarding the LBC. We had previously committed 
ourselves to achieving full Living Building 
Certification, but the requirements for this had 
contributed greatly to being over-budget. After much 
consideration, our organization decided to modify our 
goal to Petal Certification which ultimately made more 
financial sense; however, we are still committing 
to environmental excellence and will choose 
environmentally conscious materials that protect our 
staff and participants from harm.

While we are not pursuing the Materials Petal, all 
six others are possible, including both Water and 
Energy.  As the achievement of the Energy Petal may 
be deferred until build-out of the solar power system, 
the Water, Health & Happiness, and Equity could be 
jointly pursued for Petal Certification one year after 
construction is complete.
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THE REIMAGINING

With every challenge comes an opportunity for 
growth. Power To Be took our first obstacle following 
the tender process in stride and took it as a chance 
to strengthen the site design. While the initial design 
process was thorough and lengthy, a second look 
revealed additional areas in the design that could 
be improved.

We reassessed the first design through a more 
critical lens – not just in regard to fiscal responsibility, 
but to inclusion, as well – and found that our site 
was not as accessible as we had intended. A major 
factor in our redesign was increasing the square-
footage of the site to allow for wider passages and 
to allow for each space to be accessible without 
the need for adjustments or modifications. It may 
sound contradictory considering we were trying to 
better fit our budget, but it came back to allocating 
funds more wisely. Ensuring that our site is fully 
accessible is an important investment and is 
fundamental to our success.

It was at this point, too, that we decided to have our 
entire workforce on site. We recognized the value 
in having all Victoria-based staff working together 
where we can connect and collaborate. With this 
came the need for a larger office space that could 
fit our current staff with room and flexibility in lay-
out for future use. We also noticed over the last four 
years how important and impactful it was that staff 
and volunteers were able to spend time together 
on the main floor of our current clubhouse - some 

eating their lunch, some working, all laughing and 
sharing. We decided to provide a space for staff 
and volunteers to come together in a more casual, 
collaborative space in our new building which we 
now have in the staff and volunteer lounge. 

It would be an understatement to say that this project 
has been a journey. While the design, tender process 
and redesign were all time-consuming chapters, they 
were all necessary to get to where we are today. 
Without it, some of the most notable elements of our 
site would have been missed. This process has, 
no doubt, been a lesson in patience. With all the 
excitement surrounding the build, and our eagerness 
to get shovels in the ground, it was important not to 
rush through the decision-making process. Being 
forced to reassess and reimagine our original design 
taught us how important it is to pause, think and 
make thoughtful choices. 

This project has also taught us to stick to our values. 
When faced with the high price tag of our original 
design, we were met with our values at odds. On 
one hand, pursuing full Living Building Certification 
was consistent with our guiding principle of 
environmental stewardship and sustainability. On 
the other hand, the cost of the materials necessary 
to achieve the Materials Petal and, therefore, full 
certification compromised our guiding principle of 
fiscal responsibility. Landing on our new goal of Petal 
Certification allowed us to honour both of these 
guiding principles, rather than holding one above 
the other.
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There is no detail of the site design left to chance; 
every element of the design was chosen with a 
deeper consideration for the site’s visitors. Even the 
simplest of details were chosen with a purpose, such 
as the single-story layout of the building. This decision 
eliminates the need for stairs - a physical barrier for 
many of our participants. We want our new hub to be a 
place of universal inclusivity and accessibility.

One of the most important desired outcomes for 
our programs is that our participants gain a greater 
sense of community. Additionally, our goal is to give 
them the tools and connections they need to thrive 
in the world beyond Power To Be. To support this 
mission, we included a Participant Lounge in the 
design of the site. The idea is to give the participants 
a space that they can take ownership of and offer 
them a place to congregate and make meaningful 
connections with each other.

The revamped gear barn was designed with this 
same intention in mind. It will be an opportunity for 
participants to shop through our stock of outdoor 
gear and pick out what they need for their excursion. 
The adjacent programming space where they can 
lay out their gear and organize their packs will further 
this sense of independence. This area also allows for 
a teaching space that can have a multitude of other 
uses when it is not needed for our programs. 

As mentioned, the collaborative staff and volunteer 
lounge was a major addition during the redesign 
phase. The purpose behind this space is to have 
the administrative and program staff and volunteers 
in close contact in a more casual setting. There is 
a high degree of socialization in the work we do at 
Power To Be, so the ability for team members to 
connect with each other and with our mission on a 
daily basis is hugely important.

The communal kitchen and adjacent community 
boardroom are another aspect of the site that we 
hope will bring people together. The kitchen is 
much more than a place for staff to prepare food for 
programs; it is a space of teaching where volunteers, 

staff and participants can bond over the preparation 
of meals prior to their expeditions. The community 
boardroom is another place we hope to invite the 
greater community into and allow them to host their 
own moments of learning with their friends, families 
and colleagues. 

Other notable elements of the design were chosen 
largely to enhance accessibility and inclusion. 
The two main, single-story buildings of the site are 
designed with limited doors and wider corridors 
to allow access to people of all mobilities. The 
washrooms are designed to be accessible to people 
of all gender identities, to combat discrimination 
against non-binary individuals. These washrooms 
follow the Stalled! approach, rather than traditional 
gendered division.

It was important to us that the three different First 
Nations of Vancouver Island, British Columbia, 
namely: Coast Salish, Nuuchahnulth and 
Kwakwaka’wakw, were honoured through our design, 
as Prospect Lake is home to their traditional land. 
We wanted to include something in our design that 
not only expressed but also celebrated Indigenous 
culture. To do this, we sought the talent of carvers 
from local Indigenous communities to create a series 
of totem poles for our site. We hope that these totem 
poles will reflect the richness of Indigenous culture 
and be symbolic of our respect for the Indigenous 
community. These totem poles will be an act of 
reconciliation, as well as an act of gratitude to all our 
stakeholders from participants to partners and to 
donors who have made this project possible. 

We look forward to creating a place of belonging for 
our participants both on Vancouver Island and the 
Lower Mainland. So far, we have been able to host 
our North Vancouver team for meetings and training, 
as well as crossover camping programs at the 
Prospect Lake site. Our fully developed site will allow 
us to expand these crossover operations and help us 
build greater connections between the teams at our 
two locations.

A Place of Belonging
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Phase One of the Prospect Lake site development 
will begin in early 2021. This will focus on the 
two buildings described above as well as the 
updated parking area. In its completion, the site 
will allow Power To Be to expand and strengthen 
its operations, and continue to facilitate multiple 
programs simultaneously. It will also bring our 
administrative staff closer to the impact and allow this 
wing of our organization to work collaboratively with 
our program team. 

In the not too distant future, we hope to break ground 
on Phase Two of this project, a focal point being 
the Waterfront hub. This space will allow Power 
To Be to host groups from the broader community 
and offer them escape from urban life through the 
beauty of nature. It will also be a place to bring 
together thought leaders for deeper, meaningful 
conversations, as well as a space to host workshops. 

Power To Be is incredibly fortunate to have the support 
of our community who have continued to believe in 
us throughout this journey. Thanks to our generous 
donors, including our The Annual Foundation, in 

honour of Ted and Loretta Rogers, the Temerty 
Foundation, CIBC Children’s Foundation, BMO, the 
David Mason Fund – a fund of the Children’s Health 
Foundation of Vancouver Island and many other 
supporters, we have raised $14,635,000 to help 
make our Prospect Lake site dreams come true. 
Thanks to the time of our volunteers and staff and the 
backing of the Saanich community, we are able to 
make an impact on the lives of our participants and 
their families today and for many more years to come. 

It is with full hearts and gratitude that we thank those 
who have and continue to champion our organization. 
As we move forward, we hope to secure additional 
funding and Gift In Kind support to offset the cost 
of projects on our master site plan, such as a 
maintenance building, waterfront program support 
space, accessible trails and pathways, outdoor play 
spaces, and other important additions to our site. 
We look forward to beginning construction on the 
Prospect Lake site, and in turn, creating a space 
where all can belong.

Down the Road
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Appendix 1: Prospect Lake Build
REVENUE GENERATION MENU – BY ORDER OF GREATEST NEED

FUNDING NEED DESCRIPTION COST DONATION TYPE

IT/Security
Infrastructure and systems for site IT 
and security

$100,000 Gift In Kind (GIK)

Furniture and 
Interior Design

Office furniture and interior design for 
Phase 1 

$400,000 GIK/Donation

Kitchen
Program kitchen build and contents 
(appliances)

$175,000 GIK/Donation

Geothermal
Heating cooling system for buildings (Phase 
1 mechanical)

$250,000 Donation

Solar Panel
Phase one solar system (electrical design 
Phase 1)

$200,000 Donation

Septic Septic System (civil design Phase 1) $250,000 Donation

Landscaping Plantings for Phase 1 (drawing available) $50,000 GIK/Donation

Automatic Doors
Doors to ensure accessibility and inclusion 
throughout the site

$50,000 Donation

Maintenance Building Labour and materials $500,000 GIK/Donation

Waterfront Program 
Support Space

Labour, material for build $100,000 GIK/Donation

Campground 
Washrooms

Labour, material for build $100,000 GIK/Donation

Outdoor Playspace Playspace build labour and material $100,000 GIK/Donation

Accessible Trails 
(Roundhouse Loop)

Material for paths and features bridges 
and benches

$5,000 GIK/Donation

Accessible Trails 
(Pond Loop)

Material for paths and features bridges 
and benches

$10,000 GIK/Donation

Accessible Trails 
(Wetland Loop)

Material for paths and features bridges 
and benches

$20,000 GIK/Donation

Demo of Clubhouse Removal of old clubhouse $75,000 GIK/Donation
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Appendix 2: Prospect Lake Build
DONOR LIST

COMMITTED FUNDING AND 
GIFT IN KIND SUPPORT 

The Annual Foundation, in honour of Ted and  
Loretta Rogers

The Temerty Foundation

CIBC Children’s Foundation

BMO  

David Mason Fund—a fund of the Children’s Health 
Foundation of Vancouver Island

The McLean Foundation  

Nickle Family Foundation  

Hylcan Foundation  

Norgaard Foundation

Basic Rock Products ltd. 

Barber Equipment

Kimberly Williams Interiors

BUILDING PARTNERS 

Campbell Construction

Christine Lintott Architects Inc.

Integral 

RJC

AES

McElhanney

MDI Designs

GR Contract


